Co-trapping Ca\textsuperscript{+} and BH\textsuperscript{+} LU QI, EVAN REED, NIKITA ZEMLEVSKIY, JIMMY SHACKFORD, JYOTHI SARALADEVI, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA, KENNETH BROWN, Departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Chemistry and Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA; — BH\textsuperscript{+} is a candidate molecule for ion direct laser-cooling\textsuperscript{1}. We describe our apparatus for generating BH by ablation of a B target in a hydrogen jet. The BH molecules are then photoionized in a trap containing laser-cooled Ca\textsuperscript{+}. Finally plans and progress on the spectroscopy of sympathetically cooled BH\textsuperscript{+} are presented.